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what it will be like. For Christians, however, the
end of the world should be anything but
dreadful. In fact, it should be something we
actually look forward to. Why? Because God has
told us how the world will end. And He has
assured us that the end of this age will mark the
beginning of a new, glorious one in which we
will serve and worship Him in sinless perfection.
Our eternal hope, as believers, is intimately tied
to the end of this world. All of this is laid out in
the book of Revelation. Not only is Revelation
the inspired Word of God, it is also the only New
Testament book that includes a promised
spiritual blessing for those who study and apply
its message. As such, it is an essential part of
every Christian’s devotional life. Those who
ignore Revelation deprive themselves of a rich
treasure of divine truth, and the promised
blessings that come from understanding that
truth. Join John MacArthur as he explains the
book of Revelation in a way that is both
doctrinally precise and intensely practical.
Fundamentals of the Faith Teacher's Guide Grace Community Church 2009-03-26
This is the teachers guide edition to this great
study of the fundamental beliefs of the Christian
faith. With topics ranging from “God: His
Character and Attributes” to “The Church:
Fellowship and Worship,” this study is ideal to
disciple new believers or to realize afresh what
it means to believe in Jesus. The teachers guide
contains all the answers to the 13 lessons taught
in the accompanying students edition along with

Found: God's Peace - John MacArthur, Jr.
2015-03-01
In Found: God’s Peace, trusted pastor and
teacher John MacArthur tackles this vital
question head-on. Throughout the book,
MacArthur shares principles to help you
overcome uncertainty, defeat worry, and
experience true freedom from anxiety. As Pastor
John MacArthur writes, the key to worry-free
living is to replace worry with prayer, right
thinking, and action. Here he draws on rich
biblical truths to show us how.
The Beatitudes - John MacArthur 1998
Jesus' first recorded sermon in the Bible is a
blueprint for being happy here on earth. And
though His definition contains no prescriptions
for acquiring cars, homes, or savings, it does
require transformation and obedience.
MacArthur examines Jesus' timeless definition of
happiness, and explains that our reward for
following Jesus' plan is citizenship in the
kingdom of God- and an abiding joy that can
never be taken away. Study guide and review
included for individual or group study.
Because the Time is Near - John F. MacArthur
2007-03-01
The end of the world is coming. From roadside
signs to science fiction films, this slogan
underscores our society’s nervous fascination
with the future. Whether it’s a giant asteroid, a
worldwide plague, or some other global
catastrophe, the end of the world is a terrifying
prospect—at least for those who have no idea
found-gods-will-john-macarthur-study
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excellent teaching notes to prepare the leader to
guide the group.
Isaiah - John F. MacArthur 2021-01-12
The MacArthur Bible Studies provide intriguing
examinations of the whole of Scripture and
continues to be one of the bestselling study
guide series on the market today. In this study,
Dr. MacArthur examines the words of the
prophet Isaiah, showing how God proved to be
faithful to his people (and us) by promising to
send Messiah who would save them from sin.
These latest all-new studies join the ranks of the
previously released study guides, now offering
readers a comprehensive selection of Old
Testament Bible studies by bestselling author
and theologian John MacArthur. Each lesson
includes: Drawing Near: An opening question
based on the key theme or topic of the lesson
The Context: Background information on the
passage of Scripture being studied Keys to the
Text: Detailed commentary on the passage being
studied Unleashing the Text: Application
questions on the passage highlighted in the
lesson Exploring the Meaning: Three key
takeaways from the passage Reflecting on the
Text: Reflection questions on the passage
highlighted in the lesson Personal Response: A
journaling section to help readers apply the
principles Each study includes an introduction
that provides background information to each
book of the Bible being studied and a closing
"Reviewing Key Principles" lesson to help
cement the main themes of the study.
The Truth About Lordship of Christ - John F.
MacArthur 2012-04-30
"Becoming a Christian means being sick of your
sin, longing for forgiveness and rescue from
present evil and future hell, and affirming your
commitment to the Lordship of Christ to the
point where you are willing to forsake
everything. I've said it before and I'll say it
again: it isn't just holding up your hand or
walking down an aisle and saying, 'I love Jesus.'"
?John MacArthur Best-selling author and pastor
John MacArthur brings his deep knowledge of
Scripture to this foundational subject. Step by
step, he walks through the impact of God's
sovereignty, our submission, the characteristics
of holy living, and our assurance of salvation.
MacArthur makes the case that the Christian life
is full and rich?but not easy. It requires sacrifice,
found-gods-will-john-macarthur-study

perseverance, and transformation in the ongoing
process of becoming more like Christ. And it is
absolutely worth the cost. The Truth About
Series For decades, MacArthur has encouraged
countless Christians to develop a deeper
understanding of the Bible and a greater respect
for God's truth. In The Truth About Series, he
now gathers his landmark teachings about core
aspects of the Christian faith in one place. These
powerful books are designed to give readers a
focused experience that centers on God's
character and how it applies to their daily walk
of faith.
Strength for Today - John MacArthur
2002-04-05
"How blessed is the man whose strength is in
You. . . ." —Psalm 84:5, NASB What a wonderful
opportunity you have as a Christian in this
modern age to open up the Bible and, with the
leading of the Holy Spirit, glean its rich truths
for yourself. Your vitality as a Christian depends
on doing just that. For only through consistent
Bible study and prayer do you gain the spiritual
strength to navigate each day with wisdom,
grace, and integrity. Offering significantly more
than the typical thematic or topical anecdotes of
some other devotionals, the in-depth Bible
exposition of this daily study gives you a firmer
grasp on many of the great passages of
Scripture—passages that speak at length of
Christian character, the meaning behind Christ's
death and resurrection, and how we benefit from
life's trials. After a year in God's Word with this
book as your companion, you will find that both
your walk with Christ and your faith have grown
stronger—all because you committed yourself to
a daily, in-depth study of the Scriptures, and to
learning more about the God who is your
Strength.
Truth for Today - John F. MacArthur
2006-09-03
Long respected as one of today's most
knowledgeable Bible teachers, John MacArthur
has never had a book that offers his insights in
such an easily accessible manner. Be prepared
to be encouraged, challenged, energized, and
changed as MacArthur offers seasoned wisdom
on different passages of Scripture. Perfect for
daily readings, this unique gift book is destined
to be a treasured classic for years to come.
Liberty in Christ - John MacArthur 1986
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Alone With God - John MacArthur, Jr. 2010-01-01
For over 30 years trusted pastor and teacher
John MacArthur, Jr. has delivered practical,
Biblical insights for helping Christians grow in
their own journey of faith. Now David C Cook is
offering the very best of John MacArthur Jr.'s
Christian living titles in a repackaged and
revised format. Based on the timeless originals,
these new editions feature a fresh look and study
guides for both personal and group reflection, all
centered on topics and issues that matter most
to believers. We all know that spending time
with God is essential to an intimate, growing
relationship with Him. Yet many of us struggle to
make prayer a consistent, dedicated part of our
daily lives. Alone with God offers powerful
encouragement for anyone longing for a deeper,
richer time of prayer. Here John MacArthur
turns to the perfect mentor on prayer, Jesus
Christ, as he explores the profound insights
found in the Lord's Prayer.
Hard to Believe - John F. MacArthur 2006-01-08
Jesus Christ did not die on the cross so you and I
could have a nice day. Ministers and teachers
who water down the gospel of Christ in order to
make it more popular and appealing may be
leading their fun-loving audiences down the road
to eternal punishment. This book is John
MacArthur's unflinching, unapologetic treatise
on the modern tendency to alter the true
message of Christianity in order to meet the
whims and desires of a culture hoping for
nonconfrontational messages, easy answers, and
superficial commitments. Too many people just
want a Madison Avenue Jesus to make them
well, make them happy, and make them
prosperous. But Jesus Christ isn't a personal
genie. He is the Savior. He died in agony to
satisfy the wrath of a holy God and to forgive the
sins of humankind. Faith in Him demands a
willingness to make any sacrifice He asks. The
hard truth about Christianity is that the cost is
high, but the rewards are priceless: abundant
and eternal life that comes only from faithfully
follwing Christ.
Freedom from Sin - John MacArthur 1987

for the family--in the hope of safeguarding yours.
The MacArthur Topical Bible - Thomas Nelson
2010-05-03
Finally, a contemporary topical Bible that's as
easy to use as a dictionary! Wouldn't you like to
have all the Scriptures on an important Bible
topic, such as marriage, end times, the Holy
Spirit, or money management in one place and
instantly available – not just the references but
the entire passage? The MacArthur Topical Bible
is the most user-friendly Bible study tool
released in decades. It's a comprehensive
volume of 20,000 Bible topics and more than
100,000 Bible passages, carefully crossreferenced and organized for quick and
complete visual location. It's an amazing timesaver for teachers and pastors planning their
lessons. Designed for beginning students as well
as seasoned scholars, The MacArthur Topical
Bible is useful with all Bible translations. It is the
perfect companion to the MacArthur Study
Bible. Next to the Bible this is the best
companion a Christian can have for in-depth
study of thousands of spiritual subjects.
God's Will - J I. Packer 2012-01-01
Seeking God's guidance is a focus for many
believers. We want to know what God has
planned for our lives. Are we making the right
decision? Are we in his will? For some people,
knowing God is guiding their lives makes them
relax and enjoy the ride. But others fear making
the wrong choice and find themselves paralyzed
as they wait for signs from above. J. I. Packer
and Carolyn Nystrom answer these fears with
God's Will. With solid biblical footing, they shed
light on the notion of God's guidance in response
to the many misunderstandings well-meaning
Christians can have. Readers seeking God's will
in major life decisions, as well as anyone
interested in understanding how God guides us,
will welcome this practical and inspiring book.
Divine Design - John MacArthur, Jr. 2010-01-01
Divine Design calls us back to God's original
intent for men and women. Clearing away the
cultural noise and misconceptions, author John
MacArthur tackles big issues such as authority
in marriage, mothers in the home, and God's
view of equality, all while exploring the innate
differences between men and women.
Throughout, Divine Design provides an
indispensable guide for understanding your

The Family - John MacArthur 1982
Pastor and Bible teacher John MacArthur revisits
the biblical foundations of the idea of family to
bring the reader face-to-face with God's design
found-gods-will-john-macarthur-study
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mate, and shares how embracing your unique
design can foster security, blance, and love in a
marriage and family.
Why Believe the Bible? - John MacArthur
2008-04-01
With the authority of the Bible being questioned
by many in today’s society and the need for
solid, biblical teaching, the timeliness of Why
Believe the Bible is apparent. The esteemed
Bible teacher John MacArthur examines many
common questions about the Bible in this
practical examination of the authority,
infallibility and trustworthiness of God’s Word.
Readers will come to desire a deeper Bible study
time after reading “Can We Really Take God’s
Word for It?” “What Does God’s Word Do for
You?” and “How to Get the Most from God’s
Word.” For new Christians and those wanting to
brush up on the basic truths of the Bible, Why
Believe the Bible features a Bible reading plan
with study tips and an appendix with helpful
tools for Bible study.
Our Sufficiency in Christ - John MacArthur
1998-07-10
Christ's divine power has granted to us
everything pertaining to life and godliness. —2
Peter 1:3 Pure Christianity needs no
embellishment whatsoever. We find complete
sufficiency in Christ and His provision for our
needs. But too many Christians have bought in
to the notion that all the spiritual resources we
gain at the moment of salvation are not adequate
to meet the real needs in today's complex world.
So they look for something more—an emotionally
exciting and self-edifying experience not found
in God's Word. This failure to understand the
sufficiency of Christ has opened the door to all
kinds of worldy influences, causing many
modern believers to mix biblical truths with
seemingly helpful man-made methods such as
mysticism and psychology. As a result, they
wallow in a watered-down, pseudo-Christanity
that has been drained of its vitality,
effectiveness, and security. In this book John
MacArthur exposes the main ways Christians
have displaced their spiritual resources and
explains how to avoid making the same error. It
will make you newly aware of how completely
God provides—and give you a renewed
understanding of what it means to be "complete
in Christ."
found-gods-will-john-macarthur-study

The Deity of Christ - John F. MacArthur
2017-01-03
How is Jesus also God? Long ago, Jesus asked
his disciples, “Who do you say that I am?” It's a
question everyone must answer, and we need
Scripture to tell us how. The Deity of Christ is a
biblical defense of Jesus’ divinity—the
cornerstone of Christian doctrine. From over a
dozen New Testament texts, pastor and
theologian John MacArthur explores how Jesus is
God, and why it matters. This study will deepen
your knowledge of Christ, and thus your love for
Him, fortifying your will and increasing your
worship. No man in history is more perplexing or
compelling than Jesus Christ—because no other
man is also God. Let this book from bestselling
author John MacArthur guide you deep into the
profound truths of Christ.
Nothing But the Truth - John MacArthur
1999-09-22
"Sanctify Christ as Lord in your hearts, always
being ready to make a defense to everyone who
asks you to give an account for the hope that is
in you, yet with gentleness and reverence." -1
Peter 3:15 Scripture is clear about the fact that
we must be prepared to communicate the truth
of the Gospel when given the opportunity—and
do it with the right attitude. But even when your
tone is gentle and respectful, what, specifically,
should you say when asked or confronted about
your faith? And what is your overall
responsibility to unbelievers as a disciple of
Christ? Pastor John MacArthur responds to these
very questions and more—with solid, biblical
answers focused in four particular areas: * your
attitude * your preparedness * the content of
your answers * your priority in witnessing
Combining a biblical study of evangelism, a
rational defense of Christian beliefs, and a
practical approach to evangelism, this book
offers a well-rounded perspective that can help
you gently and confidently give an answer for
the hope you have in Christ.
Our Awesome God - John MacArthur 2001-08-09
Packed with Scripture and day-to-day
applications, this fascinating book witnesses to
the awe-inspiring majesty of God through the
eyes of prophets, kings, mighty men of faith, and
God's own Son, Jesus Christ.
Different by Design - John MacArthur 1994
Created Male and Female Almost without notice,
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our homes and churches have become the
newest laboratory for sex-role experimentation.
Lured by the world's acceptance and a national
obsession with fairness, we've replaced the
once-clear biblical boundaries between men and
women with a confusing, frighteningly secular
hybrid. The harmony and effectiveness we were
promised never came--only a treacherous rift
that is ruining marriages, dividing families, and
splitting churches top to bottom. Different by
Design offers hope for bridging that gap and
finding fulfillment and success in your family
and church. In his thorough, no-nonsense style,
John MacArthur sets aside prevailing cultural
standards and helps you understand and apply
the biblical principles for men's and women's
roles. Discover the beauty, balance, and benefits
of God's unique role for you in this practical,
well-researched tool--one you'll turn to again and
again! The MacArthur Study Series is designed
to help Christians better understand and apply
the Bible by better understanding some of its
key truths and doctrines.
Found: God's Will - John MacArthur, Jr.
2012-07-01
Does God have a path for me? How do I make
the right choices in life? Why is it so difficult to
uncover God's will? Trusted pastor and teacher
John MacArthur answers these vital questions
and more. Found: God's Will shares six powerful
principles that will give you direction, fill you
with purpose, and give you the confidence to live
out His plan for you.
Safe in the Arms of God - John F. MacArthur
2003-07-08
"Is my baby in heaven?" This is the most
important question a grieving parent can ask.
And even if the little one is someone else's child,
the issue remains: What happens to
children?those unborn, stillborn, or
youngsters?when they die? Can you hope to see
them again? Can you let go of your fear and
guilt? Can God's love soothe a wound so jagged?
With scriptural authority and the warmth of a
pastor's heart, bestselling author John
MacArthur examines the breadth of the entire
Bible and reveals in this compelling book the
Heavenly Father's care for every life. "I have sat
by the grave of our daughter and son and
wondered out loud if my belief that Hope and
Gabriel are in heaven has any solid scriptural
found-gods-will-john-macarthur-study

support. John MacArthur offers truth from God's
Word that puts the doubts of any grieving parent
to rest. Safe in the Arms of God reveals that
confidence of heaven for the child you love is
based on much more than mere sentimentality;
it is revealed in the Word of God and reflective
of the very heart of God." ?Nancy Guthrie,
author of Holding On to Hope
Drawing Near - John MacArthur 2002-02
A daily devotional guide that uniquely takes an
expository, rather than a thematic or topical,
approach to Scripture. Each reading provides
insight, as well as suggestions for prayer and
further study.
Standing Strong - John MacArthur, Jr.
2012-07-01
Spiritual warfare is a divisive subject for today’s
church. Some Christians focus solely on the
immediate world around them, living as if
there’s no spiritual opposition to God’s people
and His kingdom. Others take an aggressive
stance, where confronting the enemy becomes a
constant pursuit in their lives. John MacArthur
believes the truth is found between these
extremes. Standing Strong offers a balanced,
biblically sound approach to spiritual warfare in
the life of a believer. A trusted and renowned
pastor and author, MacArthur examines key
scriptures to debunk modern fallacies, define
true spiritual warfare, and share what that looks
like for believers today. Throughout, you’ll be
encouraged and equipped to stand strong in the
face of every spiritual challenge. Standing
Strong includes a guide for both personal and
group study, which features discovery questions,
suggestions for prayer, and activities, all
designed to connect life-changing truths with
everyday living.
Matthew - John F. MacArthur 2015-11-03
The New Testament launches with an eyewitness
account of the events of Jesus’ life from
Matthew, a former despised tax collector who
experienced a radical conversion and became
one of Jesus’ own disciples. Matthew’s unique
view interweaves his strong Jewish knowledge of
the expected Messiah with his personal
recollections of the flesh-and-blood Savior. In the
process, he reveals the qualifications that prove
Jesus was the promised Messiah: His miraculous
birth, His response to the test of His kingliness,
His inauguration, His miracles, His teachings,
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and His public ministry. Every detail of the book
of Matthew confirms Jesus’ deity and proves He
is the Messiah of Israel and the Savior of the
world. The MacArthur Bible Studies provide
intriguing examinations of the whole of
Scripture. Each guide incorporates extensive
commentary, detailed observations on overriding
themes, and probing questions to help you study
the Word of God with guidance from John
MacArthur.
The MacArthur Study Bible - John MacArthur
2005-09-16
From the moment you pick it up, you'll know it's
a classic. Featuring the word-for-word accuracy
of the New King James Version, The MacArthur
Study Bible is perfect for serious study. Dr. John
MacArthur has compiled more than 20,000 study
notes, a 200-page topical index, and numerous
charts, maps, outlines, and articles to create The
MacArthur Study Bible. No other study Bible
does such a thorough job of explaining the
historical context, unfolding the meaning of the
text, and placing it within a theological
framework. "Unleashing God's Truth, One Verse
at a Time®" is a registered trademark of Grace
to You. All rights reserved.
Anxious for Nothing - John MacArthur, Jr.
2012-02-01
Stress has become part of our daily lives. We
worry about our jobs, our relationships, and our
families. And while there's no lack of remedies
for anxiety, no solution seems to offer true peace
of mind. John MacArthur, Jr. believes that peace
is not only possible, it's a divine mandate.
Drawing from a rich legacy of teaching and
ministry, MacArthur puts aside cultural cures to
uncover the source of our anxiety and stress.
Based on solid Biblical insights, Anxious for
Nothing shares how we can overcome
uncertainty, defeat doubt, and be truly worryfree. This revised and updated edition includes a
guide for both personal and group study and
features discovery questions, suggestions for
prayer, and activities, all designed to connect
life-changing truths with everyday living.
How to Study the Bible - John F. MacArthur
2009-02-26
The Bible is the Word of life. As such, studying
the Bible is crucial to the life and growth of
every believer. In this revised work, John
MacArthur examines various Scripture passages
found-gods-will-john-macarthur-study

in the Old and New Testament to answer both
the “why” and the “how” questions of Bible
study. How to Study the Bible can be used
alongside or apart from the audio series
available from Grace to You in either a personal
or group study. UNIQUE FEATURES:
Corresponds with the audio message series
available from Grace to You Features revised
content and study questions For personal or
group study use
The Believer's Walk with Christ - John F.
MacArthur 2017-01-03
What it means to walk with Christ ‘Walking’is a
rich biblical metaphor. Figures like Enoch,
Noah, and Abraham are remembered because
they walked with God. Evil kings are
remembered because they didn’t. All humanity is
a parade one way or the other, and Christians
must know the difference. The Believer’s Walk
with Christ plumbs nine New Testament
passages to unfold this great theme and help us
live in step with the Spirit. Written in John
MacArthur’s direct, accessible style, it is ideal
for Bible study groups, church leaders, or
individual believers who want to grow in
godliness. MacArthur draws on a lifetime of
scholarly and pastoral experience to demystify
that process and explain clearly what Scripture
says about it. He'll help you know what it means
to grow in Christian maturity, and how to make
it the mark of your life. About the series: This
book is part of TheJohn MacArthur Study Series.
It is comprised of chapters adapted from the
bestselling MacArthur New Testament
Commentary, which have been arranged
thematically for the purpose of topical study.
Accordingly, each chapter is designed to take
the reader deep into a text of Scripture, while
the volume as a whole addresses a specific
biblical theme. This approach is ideal for anyone
wanting to engage in a thorough study of what
the Bible says about a given subject. It also
serves as a valuable tool for pastors or Bible
study leaders looking to teach a topical series.
Found: God's Will - John MacArthur
2012-07-01
A roadmap for uncovering God's plan and
purpose for your life.Every Christian has
struggled to grasp God's plan for their life. This
practical, biblically-based guide will share how
you can find God's will for every area of your
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life.
Saved Without A Doubt - John MacArthur, Jr.
2010-01-01
Can you lose your salvation? All believers have
wrestled with this question at some point in their
spiritual walks. So what answers does God
provide to challenging questions like: Am I really
saved? Am I going to heaven? How can I know
for sure? Renowned pastor and author John
MacArthur believes every Christian should enjoy
the reality and security of being saved without a
doubt. Drawing from a background rich in Bible
study and teaching, John examines key
scriptures, tackles tough questions, and sheds
light on the true nature of salvation. Throughout,
you’ll be encouraged to embrace the perfect
grace found in Jesus Christ. Saved without a
Doubt includes a guide for both personal and
group study, which features discovery questions,
suggestions for prayer, and activities, all
designed to connect life-changing truths with
everyday living.
The Glory of Heaven - John MacArthur 1998-05
This in-depth look at what the Bible has to say
about heaven, angels, and the afterlife gives
Christians an encouraging glimpse of the home
that awaits them. From the pen of John
MacArthur.
The Power of Suffering - John MacArthur, Jr.
2011-10-01
In today’s modern world of convenience and
comfort, suffering can seem senseless. This idea
has even crept into the church, where many
believe that if we make the right choices and do
the right things, pain can be avoided. So it’s
little wonder that when do encounter tough
situations, we face even tougher questions: Why
does God allow suffering? Where is God when
I’m hurting? The Power of Suffering takes an indepth, honest look at the reality of pain and hurt
in the life of a believer. Filled with rich Biblical
truths and fresh insights, this study explores
how God ultimately uses suffering for good in
the lives of His children, and offers
encouragement and hope for the heavy heart.
Includes a guide for both personal and group
study and features discovery questions,
suggestions for prayer, and activities, all
designed to connect life-changing truths with
everyday living.
Only Jesus - John F. MacArthur 2020-03-17
found-gods-will-john-macarthur-study

What does it mean to be a Christian? What did
Jesus mean when He said, "Follow me"? Based
on his classic bestseller, The Gospel According
to Jesus, pastor and author John MacArthur
explores the gospel Jesus himself preached--the
radical message his followers risked everything
to live out. Only Jesus helps readers gain a
thorough and proper understanding of the true
way to salvation by examining questions like
these: What does it mean to be saved? What is
saving grace? Why do Christians call Jesus
"Lord"? Why does the Cross matter? What does
it mean to be born again? What did Jesus teach
about eternal life? What do "sin" and
"repentance" mean? What is the role of the Holy
Spirit in salvation? Only Jesus is perfect for
Christians who want a deeper relationship with
Jesus Christ or seekers who want to know who
Jesus is and what he taught. John MacArthur will
guide you in discovering how Jesus' actual words
and teachings call us to salvation and new life
through the power of the Holy Spirit. Drastic
changes will result in our hearts and lives when
we truly answer Christ's call to discipleship.
The Silent Shepherd - John MacArthur 2012
Based on solid scriptural truths, "The Silent
Shepherd" shares how God's Spirit can guide,
lead, and empower every believer.
Found: God's Peace - John MacArthur
2015-03-01
In Found: God's Peace, trusted pastor and
teacher John MacArthur tackles this vital
question head-on. Throughout the book,
MacArthur shares principles to help you
overcome uncertainty, defeat worry, and
experience true freedom from anxiety. As Pastor
John MacArthur writes, the key to worry-free
living is to replace worry with prayer, right
thinking, and action. Here he draws on rich
biblical truths to show us how.
Job - John F. MacArthur 2020-11-17
The events that occur in the book of Job present
readers with a profound question: "Why do the
righteous suffer?" Although a direct answer to
this question seems important, the book of Job
does not set forth such a response. Job never
learned the reasons for his suffering. In fact,
when God finally confronted Job, he could only
put his hand over his mouth and say nothing. His
silence underscores the importance of trusting
God's purposes in the midst of suffering,
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because suffering—like all other human
experiences—is directed by perfect divine
wisdom. In this study, pastor John MacArthur
will guide you through an in-depth look at the
defining themes and interpretative challenges in
Job. Studies include close-up examinations of
doctrinal themes such as God's Justice and "A
Discourse on Human Frailty." —ABOUT THE
SERIES— The MacArthur Bible Study series is
designed to help you study the Word of God with
guidance from widely respected pastor and
author John MacArthur. Each guide provides
intriguing examinations of the whole of
Scripture by examining its parts and
incorporates: Extensive, but straight-forward
commentary on the text. Detailed observations
on overriding themes, timelines, history, and
context. Word and phrase studies to help you
unlock the broader meaning and apply it to your
life. Probing, interactive questions with plenty of
space to write down your response and
thoughts.
Genesis 12 to 33 - John F. MacArthur
2015-12-01

found-gods-will-john-macarthur-study

Abraham is known as the “father of Israel”
because God appeared to him and promised that
his descendants would become a great nation.
Yet Abraham is much more than the patriarch of
a select group of ancient people. Through
Abraham’s descendants, God’s own Son, Jesus,
was born. Abraham is the father of all God’s
people. In this study, John MacArthur guides
readers through an in-depth look at the
historical period beginning with Abraham’s call
from God, continuing through his relocation in
the land of Canaan, and concluding with the
story of his grandsons Jacob and Esau. This
study includes close-up examinations of Sarah,
Hagar, Ishmael, and Isaac, as well as careful
considerations of doctrinal themes such as
“Covenant and Obedience” and “Wrestling with
God.” The MacArthur Bible Studies provide
intriguing examinations of the whole of
Scripture. Each guide incorporates extensive
commentary, detailed observations on overriding
themes, and probing questions to help you study
the Word of God with guidance from John
MacArthur.
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